A Students Introduction To
English Grammar
Thank you very much for reading A Students Introduction To
English Grammar . Maybe you have knowledge that, people
have search hundreds times for their chosen books like this A
Students Introduction To English Grammar , but end up in
harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good book with a cup of coffee in the
afternoon, instead they cope with some infectious bugs inside
their laptop.
A Students Introduction To English Grammar is available in our
book collection an online access to it is set as public so you can
get it instantly.
Our book servers hosts in multiple locations, allowing you to get
the most less latency time to download any of our books like this
one.
Merely said, the A Students Introduction To English Grammar is
universally compatible with any devices to read

English Grammar &
Composition Very Useful for
All Competitive
Examinations - SC Gupta
2018-04-20
Nowadays English language
section is asked in almost all
competitive and recruitment
examinations like SSC,
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

Banking, CDS, State Level
PSCs, etc. Otherwise too, being
proficient in English is
necessary in this fast
modernizing world. This book
has been designed to act as a
comprehensive guide to
learning English Grammar &
Composition. The present book
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for English Grammar &
Composition has been divided
into 69 chapters covering
Articles, Noun, Pronoun,
Adverbs, Participle, Gerund,
Preposition, Conjunctions,
Transformation of Sentences,
Question Tag, Question
Framing, Formation of Words,
Spelling Rules, Phrasel Verbs,
Idioms & Phrases, Spotting the
Errors, Word Power,
Synonyms, Antonyms,
Homonyms, Heteronyms,
Palindromes, Pangrams,
Foreign Words, Group Terms,
Choosing Appropriate Words,
Words Used as Different Parts
of Speech, Young Ones of
Animals, Paragraph Writing,
Letter Writing, Report Writing,
Comprehension, etc. The book
contains approximately 10,000
sentences, 7000 solved
questions, 7000 knowledge
words and 550 Solved
Exercises covering the minute
concepts of English Grammar
& Composition. The book also
contains tricks and techniques
for solving various kinds of
questions. This book will prove
to be highly useful for Hindi
Language students. As the
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

book contains ample
theoretical content as well as
number of solved questions, it
for sure will help aspirants
succeed in learning and writing
English proficiently.
English Grammar for Today
- Geoffrey N. Leech 1982
Grammar and Vocabulary Howard Jackson 2002
This title covers the core areas
of grammar and vocabulary
such as: words and sentences,
word structure, sentence
patterns, clause and phrase,
grammar rules and
vocabularies.
A Student's Introduction to
English Grammar - Rodney
Huddleston 2005-02-17
A groundbreaking new
textbook on English sentence
structure for beginning
students in colleges and
universities.
A Student's Introduction to
English Grammar - Rodney
Huddleston 2021-11-30
A new edition of a successful
undergraduate textbook on
contemporary international
Standard English grammar,
based on Huddleston and
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Pullum's earlier award-winning
work, The Cambridge Grammar
of the English Language
(2002). The analyses defended
there are outlined here more
briefly, in an engagingly
accessible and informal style.
Errors of the older tradition of
English grammar are noted
and corrected, and the
excesses of prescriptive usage
manuals are firmly rebutted in
specially highlighted notes that
explain what older authorities
have called 'incorrect' and
show why those authorities are
mistaken. Intended for
students in colleges or
universities who have little or
no background in grammar or
linguistics, this teaching
resource contains numerous
exercises and online resources
suitable for any course on the
structure of English in either
linguistics or English
departments. A thoroughly
modern undergraduate
textbook, rewritten in an easyto-read conversational style
with a minimum of technical
and theoretical terminology.
“The” Grammar of English
Grammars - Goold Brown 1851
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

Introducing English Grammar David J. Young 2013-03-01
Introducing English Grammar
provides a basic grounding in
English grammar, without
going into too much detail or
theory, and will lay the
foundation for further
grammatical studies. David
Young presents English
grammar in a coherent and
lively way. He dispels the
popular notion among students
that grammar is simply a set of
dreary rules and argues for the
importance of grammar in
describing the structure and
function of language itself.
Exercises are provided at the
end of each chapter and the
book includes integrated
diagrams and a glossary of
technical terms at the back of
the book.
Functional English Grammar Graham Lock 1995-11-24
This text explores ways in
which English grammar
enables speakers and writers
to represent the world, to
interact with one another, and
to create coherent messages.
The hardback edition provides
second language teachers with
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a functional description of
English grammar, in which
grammar is viewed not as a set
of rules but as a
communicative resource. It
explores ways in which English
grammar enables speakers and
writers to represent their
experience of the world, to
interact with one another, and
to create coherent messages.
Each chapter includes a focus
on areas of difficulty for second
language learners, numerous
authentic examples, tasks that
allow the reader to apply the
concepts introduced, and
discussion questions. A final
chapter covers issues in the
learning and teaching of
grammar, and reviews
methodological options for the
second or foreign language
classroom. Assuming no
previous study of linguistics or
English grammar, Functional
English Grammar is suitable
for self-study or as a textbook
in teacher education programs.
The Cambridge Grammar of
the English Language - Rodney
D. Huddleston 2002-04
This grammar for the 21st
century combines clear
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

grammatical principles with
non-technical explanations of
all terms and concepts used.
English Grammar - Angela
Downing 2006-09-27
This award-winning grammar
course book provides the basis
for linguistic courses and
projects on translation,
contrastive linguistics,
stylistics, reading and
discourse studies. Accessible
and reader-friendly throughout,
key features include: chapters
divided into modules of classlength materials each new
concept clearly explained and
highlighted authentic texts
from a wide range of sources,
both spoken and written, to
illustrate grammatical usage
clear chapter and module
summaries enabling efficient
class preparation and student
revision.
A Student's Introduction to
English Grammar - Rodney
Huddleston 2005-02-17
This groundbreaking
undergraduate textbook on
modern Standard English
grammar is the first to be
based on the revolutionary
advances of the authors'
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previous work, The Cambridge
Grammar of the English
Language (2002). The text is
intended for students in
colleges or universities who
have little or no previous
background in grammar, and
presupposes no linguistics. It
contains exercises, and will
provide a basis for
introductions to grammar and
courses on the structure of
English, not only in linguistics
departments but also in
English language and literature
departments and schools of
education.
Introduction to the Grammar of
English - Rodney Huddleston
1984-09-27
Written for students without
knowledge of linguistics and
unfamiliar with "traditional"
grammar, this text
concentrates on providing a
much needed foundation in
Standard English in
preparation for more advanced
work in theoretical linguistics.
An Introduction to Middle
English - R.D. Fulk 2012-04-17
An Introduction to Middle
English combines an
elementary grammar of the
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

English language from about
1100 to about 1500 with a
selection of texts for reading,
ranging in date from 1154 to
1500. The grammar includes
the fundamentals of
orthography, phonology,
morphology, syntax, regional
dialectology, and prosody. In
the thirty-eight texts for
reading are represented a wide
range of Middle English
dialects, and the commentary
on each text includes, in
addition to explanatory notes,
extensive linguistic analysis.
The book includes many useful
figures and illustrations,
including images of Middle
English manuscripts as an aid
to learning to decipher
medieval handwriting and
maps indicating the
geographical extent of dialect
features. This introduction to
Middle English is based on the
latest research, and it provides
up-to-date bibliographical
guidance to the study of the
language.
A Student's Introduction to
English Grammar South
Asian Edition - Rodney
Huddleston 2006
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A groundbreaking new
textbook on English sentence
structure for beginning
students in colleges and
universities.
A Student's Introduction to
English Grammar - Rodney D.
Huddleston 2021
"In a sense, you already know
English grammar. You must, in
some unconscious way, if
you're reading this. But being
able to do something is
different from understanding
exactly what's being done.
Knowing how to walk isn't the
same as appreciating the
anatomy of the human leg. The
study of grammar involves
developing an explicit account
of how sentences are put
together"-English Grammar: A complete
introduction - Ron Simpson
2020-04-07
English grammar doesn't have
to be difficult. This book,
complete with exercises and
answers, forms a course which
will take you from beginner or
intermediate level to writing or
using English confidently and
correctly. This book includes:
simple step-by-step
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

explanations to help you grasp
new principles or those that
have previously confused you;
practice questions throughout,
to help you embed your
learning and improve your
confidence; and points of
interest to lighten your
learning - all in one great-value
book, so you don't need any
separate workbooks or course
books. Chapters include: the
history of the English
language; syllables and
morphemes; nouns; pronouns;
verbs; adjectives and adverbs;
prepositions and conjunctions;
phrases and clauses; kinds of
sentences; direct and indirect
speech; prefixes and suffixes;
gender and grammar; spelling
and punctuation. The Complete
Introduction series from Teach
Yourself is the ultimate onestop guide for anyone wanting
a comprehensive and
accessible entry point into
subjects as diverse as
philosophy, mathematics,
psychology, Shakespeare and
economics. Loved by students
and perfect for general readers
who simply want to learn more
about the world around them,
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these books are your first
choice for discovering
something new.
Analysing English Grammar
- Lise Fontaine 2012-10-25
A practical step-by-step
introduction to the analysis of
English grammar, taking an
integrated approach to
function and structure.
Working with English Grammar
- Louise Cummings 2018-06-21
Explores English grammar
through three real-world
applications of language
development, language
disorders and dialects.
English Grammar - Peter
Collins 2010-01-15
This new edition of a successful
text has been thoroughly
revised to make it even more
accessible to those without any
prior grammatical knowledge.
There is greater discussion and
exemplification of key terms,
while essential topics are now
fully introduced at the outset.
There are also new sections,
more diagrams and shaded
boxes.
English Grammar - Talmy
Givón 1993
The approach to language and
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

grammar that motivates this
book is unabashedly functional;
grammar is not just a system of
empty rules, it is a means to an
end, an instrument for
constructing concise coherent
communication. In grammar as
in music, good expression rides
on good form. Figuratively and
literally, grammar like musical
form must make sense. But for
the instrument to serve its
purpose, it must first exist; the
rules must be real, they can be
explicitly described and taught.
This book is intended for both
students and teachers, at
college level, for both native
and nonnative speakers. With
the guidance of a teacher this
book will serve as a thorough
introduction to the grammar of
English. Volume II continues
with syntactic and
communicative complexity:
embedded clauses  verb
complements, relative clauses;
detransitive voice  passive,
anti-passive, impersonal and
middle voice, reflexive and
reciprocal constructions; focus
and topic constructions;
nondeclarative speech acts. It
closes with interclausal
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connectivity: conjoined and
subordinate clauses, the
grammar of discourse
coherence, clause chains and
thematic paragraphs.
An Introduction to English
Grammar - Gerald Nelson
2013-11-04
An Introduction to English
grammar provides a
comprehensive overview of all
aspects of English grammar,
and can be used in the
classroom, for self-study, or as
a reference book. The book is
organised in two parts – on
grammar and its applications –
and provides everything a
beginning student needs to get
to grips with the theory and
practice of English usage,
including sections on style,
punctuation and spelling. This
third edition has been fully
revised and updated to include
an expanded section on English
in Use, usage notes
highlighting common errors,
updated exercises, a glossary
and a companion website with
further graded exercises.
Lectures on the Sacred
Poetry of the Hebrews Robert Lowth 1829
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

A Student's Introduction to
English Grammar - Rodney
Huddleston 2021-11-25
A new edition of the groundbreaking undergraduate
textbook on modern Standard
English grammar, now
completely rewritten and
updated.
Understanding English
Grammar - Thomas E. Payne
2011
Unlike other textbooks, it helps
students to understand
grammar rather than see it as
a set of facts and rules.
A Student's Introduction to
English Grammar - Rodney
Huddleston 2005-02-17
This groundbreaking
undergraduate textbook on
modern Standard English
grammar is the first to be
based on the revolutionary
advances of the authors'
previous work, The Cambridge
Grammar of the English
Language (2002). The analyses
defended there are outlined
here more briefly, in an
engagingly accessible and
informal style. Errors of the
older tradition of English
grammar are noted and
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corrected, and the excesses of
prescriptive usage manuals are
firmly rebutted in specially
highlighted notes that explain
what older authorities have
called 'incorrect' and show why
those authorities are mistaken.
This book is intended for
students in colleges or
universities who have little or
no previous background in
grammar, and presupposes no
linguistics. It contains
exercises, and will provide a
basis for introductions to
grammar and courses on the
structure of English not only in
linguistics departments but
also in English language and
literature departments and
schools of education.
Introducing English Grammar Kersti Borjars 2013-01-11
Answering key questions such
as 'Why study grammar?' and
'What is standard English?',
Introducing English Grammar
guides readers through the
practical analysis of the syntax
of English sentences. With all
special terms carefully
explained as they are
introduced, the book is written
for readers with no previous
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

experience of grammatical
analysis. It is ideal for all those
beginning their study of
linguistics, English language or
speech pathology, as well as
students with primarily literary
interests who need to cover the
basics of linguistic analysis.
The approach taken is in line
with current research in
grammar, a particular
advantage for students who
may go on to study syntax in
more depth. All the examples
and exercises use real
language taken from
newspaper articles, nonstandard dialects and include
excerpts from studies of
patients with language
difficulties. Students are
encouraged to think about the
terminology as a tool kit for
studying language and to test
what can and cannot be
described using these tools.
This new edition has been fully
revised in line with recent
research. There is a new
chapter on World English, a
new glossary and a free
website with extensive further
reading and answers to the
exercises.
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A Student's Introduction to
English Grammar - Rodney
Huddleston 2005-02-17
This groundbreaking
undergraduate textbook on
modern Standard English
grammar is the first to be
based on the revolutionary
advances of the authors'
previous work, The Cambridge
Grammar of the English
Language (2002). The analyses
defended there are outlined
here more briefly, in an
engagingly accessible and
informal style. Errors of the
older tradition of English
grammar are noted and
corrected, and the excesses of
prescriptive usage manuals are
firmly rebutted in specially
highlighted notes that explain
what older authorities have
called 'incorrect' and show why
those authorities are mistaken.
This book is intended for
students in colleges or
universities who have little or
no previous background in
grammar, and presupposes no
linguistics. It contains
exercises, and will provide a
basis for introductions to
grammar and courses on the
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

structure of English not only in
linguistics departments but
also in English language and
literature departments and
schools of education.
Introducing English Syntax Peter Fenn 2017-11-15
Introducing English Syntax
provides a basic introduction to
syntax for students studying
English as a foreign language
at university. Examining
English phrase and sentence
structure from a descriptive
point of view, this book
develops the reader’s
understanding of the
characteristic features of
English sentence construction
and provides the necessary
theoretical apparatus for
engaging with the language.
Key features include: A unique
framework combining
theoretical and practical
approaches to provide an
insight into the intricacies of
English syntax; An accessible
and clear style which guides
the learner through analysis,
application and practical
construction of sentences; A
range of exercises at the end of
each chapter and a brand new
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e-resource housing answers
and commentaries to these
exercises. This book requires
no previous knowledge of
linguistics and is essential
reading for students and
teachers of applied linguistics
and EFL/ESL, as well as those
who seek a basic grounding in
English sentence structure.
An Introduction to the
Grammar of English - Elly van
Gelderen 2002-01-01
This textbook introduces basic
concepts of grammar in a
format which should encourage
readers to use linguistic
arguments. It focuses on
syntactic analysis and
evidence. It also looks at
sociolinguisic and historical
reasons behind prescriptive
rules.
An Introductory English
Grammar - Norman C.
Stageberg 1965
English Grammar for Today
- Geoffrey Leech 2005-10-28
Written by a team led by a
world authority in English
grammar, English Grammar for
Today has established itself as
a rich educational experience
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

for both native- and non-nativespeaking students. This
engaging and stimulating
coursebook enables students to
learn grammar not just for its
own sake, but also for the
pleasure of exploring,
appreciating and
understanding the way
language communicates in
written text and spoken
discourse. Throughout, the
emphasis is on using grammar
in present-day English. After an
introduction placing grammar
in its educational and cultural
context, the authors present a
'toolkit' for analysing
sentences. The second part of
the book demonstrates how to
apply this toolkit to spoken and
written language, using a wide
range of real textual materials.
Each chapter ends with a set of
carefully-designed exercises
and tasks to aid understanding,
with answers provided at the
end of the volume. Now
thoroughly revised and
updated to meet the needs of
today's students, this new
edition features: - a new
Foreword by the English
Association - an additional
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introductory chapter, 'Getting
Started with Grammar', which
introduces the subject for those
with no prior knowledge improved and extended
diagrams, exercises and
answers - up-to-date textual
passages and examples Lively
and approachable, this
indispensable guide is ideal for
both students and teachers
who are looking for their first
serious engagement with - or
wishing to rediscover- English
grammar.
American English Grammar Seth R. Katz 2019-12-20
American English Grammar
introduces students to
American English in detail,
from parts of speech, phrases,
and clauses to punctuation and
explaining (and debunking)
numerous "rules of
correctness," integrating its
discussion of Standard
American grammar with
thorough coverage of the past
sixty years’ worth of work on
African American English and
other ethnic and regional nonStandard varieties. The book’s
examples and exercises include
500 real-world sentences and
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

longer texts, drawn from
newspapers, film, song lyrics,
and online media as well as
from Mark Twain, Stephen
King, academic texts,
translations of the Bible,
poetry, drama, children’s
literature, and transcribed
conversation and TV and radio
shows. Based on twenty years
of classroom testing and
revision, American English
Grammar will serve as a
classroom text or reference
that teaches students how to
think and talk not only about
the mechanics of sentences but
also about the deep and
detailed soul and nuance of the
most widely used language in
human history.
English Grammar - Rodney
Huddleston 1988-06-16
A thorough and precise
account of all the major areas
of English grammar.
English Grammar - Roger
Berry 2018-04-27
Routledge English Language
Introductions cover core areas
of language study and are onestop resources for students.
Assuming no prior knowledge,
books in the series offer an
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accessible overview of the
subject, with activities, study
questions, sample analyses,
commentaries and key
readings – all in the same
volume. The innovative and
flexible 'two-dimensional'
structure is built around four
sections – introduction,
development, exploration and
extension –which offer selfcontained stages for study.
Each topic can also be read
across these sections, enabling
the reader to build gradually
on the knowledge gained.
English Grammar: provides a
wide-ranging introduction to
English grammar, drawing on a
variety of international
authentic texts, including
newspapers, novels and
academic texts, to help
learners understand concepts
and theories in more depth; is
written in clear, concise prose
in order to present basic
concepts and key terms in an
accessible way to learners with
little or no background in
grammar instruction;
emphasises the autonomy of
the learner through activities
and exercises which are suited
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

to both native speakers and
learners of English alike;
includes a selection of readings
from key academics in the field
including Michael Halliday,
Michael McCarthy, Caroline
Coffin and John Sinclair.
Drawing on the strengths of
the original textbook, this
second edition features: new
readings from Christian Jones,
Daniel Waller and Thomas E.
Payne; revised questions,
suggestions and issues to
consider; and a brand new
companion website featuring
interactive audio files of
authentic spoken English, links
to further reading and new
grammar tasks. Written by an
experienced teacher and
researcher, this accessible
textbook is an essential
resource for all students of
English language and
linguistics.
English Grammar - Evelyn P.
Altenberg 2010-05-27
Looking for an easy-to-use
guide to English grammar?
This handy introduction covers
all the basics of the subject,
using a simple and
straightforward style. Students
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will find the book's step-by-step
approach easy to follow and be
encouraged by its nontechnical language. Requiring
no prior knowledge of English
grammar, the information is
presented in small steps, with
objective techniques to help
readers apply concepts. With
clear explanations and well
chosen examples, the book
gives students the tools to
understand the mysteries of
English grammar as well as the
perfect foundation from which
to move on to more advanced
topics.
English Grammar: The
Basics - Michael McCarthy
2021-05-25
English Grammar: The Basics
offers a clear, non-jargonistic
introduction to English
grammar and its place in
society. Rather than taking a
prescriptive approach, this
book helps the reader become
aware of the social implications
of choices they make to use
standard or non-standard
(regional/dialect) forms.
Readers will consider: • what
grammar is and how it fits into
the structure of language; •
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

how grammar functions in the
school curriculum, the press,
broadcasting and social media,
as well as how these outlets
reflect and reinforce our
attitudes towards grammar; •
differences between speech
and writing, as well as between
formality and informality; •
major different approaches to
theorising and describing
grammar from important
grammarians, including Noam
Chomsky and Michael Halliday.
Featuring a glossary of key
terms and practical tips and
insights from the author's 50+
years of language teaching
experience around the world,
this book is for anyone who has
ever found themselves
questioning the ‘rules’ of the
English language.
Flash Review for English
Grammar - Blanche Ellsworth
2002
With Flash Review on your
side, studying grammar is a
snap! Designed by veteran
educators, tested by real
students for clarity and brevity,
Flash Review for Introduction
to Grammar uses crisp, to-thepoint language and easy-to14/17
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remember summaries to lead
you through every key concept
and definition -- and help you
get primed for your exams,
fast! Every step of the learning
process has been addressed to
make learning easier -- and
help you make the most of
every minute you spend
studying! Targeted sample
problems help you focus on the
areas where you need work.
Time-saving Correlation Charts
linked to the field's leading
textbooks help you find deeper
coverage instantly. Addison
Wesley's exclusive Flash
Review Online Study Center
delivers even more interactive
problems, study tips, and test
taking help -- the most robust
online component available
with any study guides! For
everyone interested in
grammar, including college
students, high school advanced
placement students, and others
preparing for examinations in
the subject.
Words, Meaning and
Vocabulary - Howard Jackson
2000-01-01
This work goes back to the
sources of modern English
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

words and studies the
development of vocabulary
over time. It examines what
constitutes a word, with a
discussion of words that look
and sound the same, words
that have several meanings,
and "words" that are made up
of more than one "word". As
well as considering the
borrowing of words from other
languages throughout the
history of English as a means
of increasing the vocabulary,
the book also outlines how
English forms new words by
exploiting the structure of
existing words, through
processes of derivation and
compounding. The meaning of
a word is composite of a
number of relations: reference
to external context, relations
with other words of a similar or
opposite meaning, collocational
relations, and so on. The book
grapples with the meaning
problem, but then goes on to
look at the contexts in which
words are used and the
purposes for which they are
used, raising the question
whether it is more sensible to
talk about English
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"vocabularies" rather than
English "vocabulary".
Introducing English
Language - Louise Mullany
2015-07-30
Routledge English Language
Introductions cover core areas
of language study and are onestop resources for students.
Assuming no prior knowledge,
books in the series offer an
accessible overview of the
subject, with activities, study
questions, sample analyses,
commentaries and key
readings – all in the same
volume. The innovative and
flexible ‘two-dimensional’
structure is built around four
sections – introduction,
development, exploration and
extension – which offer selfcontained stages for study.
Each topic can also be read
across these sections, enabling
the reader to build gradually
on the knowledge gained.
Introducing English Language:
is the foundational book in the
Routledge English Language
Introductions series, providing
an accessible introduction to
the English language contains
newly expanded coverage of
a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

morphology, updated and
revised exercises, and an
extended Further Reading
section comprehensively covers
key disciplines of linguistics
such as historical linguistics,
sociolinguistics and
psycholinguistics, as well as
core areas in language study
including acquisition,
standardisation and the
globalisation of English uses a
wide variety of real texts and
images from around the world,
including a Monty Python
sketch, excerpts from novels
such as Virginia Woolf’s To the
Lighthouse, and news items
from Metro and the BBC
provides updated classic
readings by the key names in
the discipline, including Guy
Cook, Andy Kirkpatrick and
Zoltán Dörnyei is accompanied
by a website with extra
activities, project ideas for
each unit, suggestions for
further reading, links to
essential English language
resources, and course
templates for lecturers. Written
by two experienced teachers
and authors, this accessible
textbook is an essential
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resource for all students of the
English language and
linguistics.
An Introduction to English
Grammar - Gerald C. Nelson
2015-10-14
An Introduction to English
Grammar provides a
comprehensive overview of all
aspects of English grammar.
The first part of the book ('The
Grammar') provides a step-bystep introduction to the key
topics in English grammar. The
second part ('The Applications')
shows how a grasp of these
topics can be helpful in
resolving usage problems, in
developing a clear writing
style, and in mastering
punctuation and spelling. A
whole chapter, 'English in Use',
is devoted to illustrating the
grammatical features of a wide
range of modern text types,
including emails, Facebook
pages, and 'tweets'. It also
looks at the special
grammatical features of

a-students-introduction-to-english-grammar

English in everyday
conversation. Each chapter is
followed by two sets of
exercises. The first set can be
used in self-study or in the
classroom. The second set
deals with more advanced
topics, and can be used for
classroom discussion or essay
writing. This fourth edition has
been fully revised and updated
and includes: clearer
descriptions and improved
presentation new material on
word structure and word
formation new exercises,
examples and extracts updated
further reading Assuming no
prior knowledge of English
grammar, this book is ideal for
beginning students on a onesemester course and provides
everything a student needs on
the theory and practice of
English usage. A
comprehensive Glossary of
grammatical terms is included
and a website provides
invaluable additional exercises.
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